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The passive quasi-free states of the noninteracting Fermi gas with continuous 
one-particle hamiltonian H are computed. They turn out to be the well-known 
Fermi-Dirac states, or limits thereof. This still holds true if the spectrum of H has 
both a continuous and a discrete part, except for the appearance of a class of 
“ground state-like” states showing a local random excitation of the point spectrum 
m a neighborhood of the Fermi energy. When H has only pure point spectrum, the 
requirement that a state be passive and quasi-free is no longer sufEcient to charac~ 
terize the Fermi-Dirac distributions. 
1. INTR~OUCTION 
We shall be concerned with a system (“gas”) composed of an arbitrary 
number of identical noninteracting fermions, any one of which is described 
by means of the (one-particle) Hilbert space 3 and the (one-particle) 
hamiltonian H. Specifically, the dynamics of a single particle is given by the 
strongly continuous one-parameter group U, = ewitH (t E P) of unitary 
operators on ,W. 
The equilibrium distributions of such a system are well known. Letf be an 
eigenvector of unit length of the hamiltonian, i.e., Hf = Af for some A in P; 
then, the expected number (n(f))n,, of particles in the state f at inverse 
temperature /3 (=(kT)-‘) and chemical potential P is given by the 
Fermi-Dirac distribution law 
(n(f))o,y = (1 + e-fi’)-‘. (1.1) 
In the usual justifications of this formula (e.g., [ 12, Chap. 9; 14. 
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Chap. 5]), based either on the maximum entropy principle or on one of the 
Gibbs ensembles, it is assumed that A? contains a complete orthonormal set 
of eigenvectors of H. From the mathematical point of view this is of course a 
restrictive assumption. 
One way of describing the content of this paper is to say that a derivation 
of the Fermi-Dirac law is presented that is valid for a hamiltonian with 
nonempty continuous spectrum (but in general not, it turns out, for a 
hamiltonian with pure point spectrum! cf. Example 4.9). More specifically it 
is shown in Theorem 3.10 that, when H has only continuous spectrum, then a 
state w of the noninteracting Fermi gas corresponds to a Fermi-Dirac 
distribution, or to a limit of Fermi-Dirac distributions (ground state, Powers 
state, Fock or anti-Fock state) if (and only if) 
(i) w is quasi-free (Definition 2.1), i.e., all its truncated n-point 
functions vanish identically as soon as n > 2, and 
(ii) 0 is passive in the sense of Pusz and Woronowicz 
(Delinition 2.2). 
The first condition is of a purely statistical nature and independent of the 
dynamics: the state w does not admit any “proper” multiparticle correlations 
(this is analogous to the vanishing of the higher cumulants of the normal 
distribution). Condition (ii), as first argued in [18], expresses a consequence 
of the second law of thermodynamics: the system is unable to perform work 
in a cyclic change of external conditions if it is initially in the state w. We 
shall, however, give a somewhat different interpretation of (ii) later in this 
section. 
If H has both point spectrum and continuous spectrum we only achieve a 
complete classification of the faithful passive quasi-free states, i.e., those 
states of the noninteracting Fermi gas for which (n(f)) # 0, 1 for all pure 
one-particle states f (Theorem 4.3). This is due to the existence of a 
somewhat intriguing class of passive quasi-free states that behave like ground 
states on the continuous part of the spectrum of H, but still allow some 
random excitation of the point spectrum in a neighborhood of the “Fermi 
energy,” provided that this energy does not lie in the continuous spectrum 
(Example 4.7). If H has no continuous spectrum at all, no statement of the 
sort made above is true in general (Example 4.9). This indicates the 
relevance of spectral considerations. 
To give whatever “proof’ of the well-established Fermi-Dirac distribution 
law is not the main purpose of this work, however. Rather the aim is to draw 
attention to the passivity condition (ii). In combination with Fourier analysis 
it has proved an effective computational tool in the study of equilibrium 
states [18, 8, 4, 5, 91. In general the definition of passivity applies to any 
invariant state of an arbitrary C*-dynamical system, and its justification 
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from the second law of thermodynamics [ 181 is based on the perturbation 
theory for such systems. Fortunately in the case of a noninteracting Fermi 
gas the passivity condition has an elementary description and interpretation. 
which we now proceed to expose. 
Let a*(f) and a(f)(f~,,9?) denote the creation (resp. annihilation) 
operators acting on the antisymmetric Fock space. cZ( r) built over the one- 
particle space P (see, e.g., [7, 13 1). In particular we have the canonical 
anticommutation relations (CAR) 
a(f) 4g> + a(g) a(f) = 0. 
(1.2) 
a(f) a*(g) + a*(g) a(f) = (f,g) 1 
for allfand g in X, where (-, .) denotes the scalar product in S? (linear in 
the second factor) and 1 is the identity operator on ;T,(o?‘). The CAR imply 
that liu(f)il = I/f/l. Let %,(Z) be the algebra generated by 1 and all 
operators u(f), u*(g) (the Clifford algebra over Z). A state w of U,,(Z) is 
a positive (hence norm-bounded) linear functional on a,(Z) with o( 1) = 1. 
Let P denote the spectral measure associated with the hamiltonian H (i.e., 
H = !‘ AP(dL)). Suppose that f, , fi ,..., f,, g, , g, ,..., g, are elements of X’ such 
that 
g, = P(-m Elk) gk (l<k<n), 
and 
(1.4) 
Let x be the product of the operators u(f,), u(J;),..., u(f,,,). 
a”(g,), I*,..., a*( g,) (in any order). The passivity condition requires 
that 
w(x*x) < w(xx*) (1.5) 
for all such x. 
To see what this means let us assume that all the f’s and g’s above are 
normalized and pairwise orthogonal. Using the CAR (1.2) we find 
x*x= fj u*<&b<fi> fi u(.!?k)“*(gk). 
.i= 1 k=l 
xx* = 11 u(h) a*(&> rI u*(gk) u(gk)3 
jr1 k=l 
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where the factors in the products commute pairwise. Moreover a*(f) a(f) is 
a projection operator, corresponding to the observation “some particle of the 
system occupies the state f,” whereas a(f) a*(f) = 1 - a*(f) a(f) 
corresponds to the opposite statement. Hence u&*x) is the probability that 
one observes a particle in each of the states fi ,f2,..., f,, but no particle in 
any of the states g,,g, ,..., g,. According to (1.5) this probability cannot 
exceed the probability that each of the states g,, g2,..., g, and none of the 
states f, ,.A ,...,.f, is occupied. Since a particle in the state fj carries an 
amount of energy of at least Jj by (1.3), while in the state g, the energy is at 
most ,uu,, the inequalities (1.4) and (1.5) express the fact that the “finite 
dimensional distributions” of UJ favor the lower energy configurations. In 
other words, passivity appears as a minimal energy principle. 
We close this discussion with two remarks. If in (1.3) we choose 
4 = P[S, +co)fi and g, = P(-co,pk] g,, then we obtain a condition that has 
virtually the same physical interpretation as passivity, but that is 
nevertheless mathematically strictly stronger (unless H has no point 
spectrum). We refer to this condition as strong passivity (cf. Remarks 2.3, 
3.7, and 4.4). On the other hand we shall usually restrict our attention to the 
gauge-invariant part of a,(Z). In that case we will require (1.5) to hold 
only for those x that are products of an equal number of creation and 
annihilation operators, i.e., m = n in (1.3), (1.4). 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the definition of a 
quasi-free state is recalled, and the link between the condition (1.3)-( 1.5) 
and earlier work on passivity is established. Section 3 is devoted to the study 
of the passive quasi-free states of the noninteracting Fermi gas with 
continuous one-particle hamiltonian. In Section 4 a partial extension of the 
results to more general hamiltonians is given, together with counterexamples. 
2. QUASI-FREE STATES AND PASSIVITY 
Let 2I(Z) denote the norm-closure of ‘u&P). We shall formulate our 
results in terms of a(X) rather than ‘?I&?), in order to be able to relate 
them to the general theory of C*-dynamical systems. (In particular we shall 
make numerous references to the KMS condition [ 10; 7, Sect. 5.31.) This is 
only a matter of presentation: it is important to notice that all proofs are 
algebraic in nature, in that they really take place in the dense subalgebra 
9&,(Z) of a(Z). In fact, the analytic arguments are made at the level of the 
one-particle space Z, not the Fock space .9&P’). 
The real line IR acts periodically as a gauge group on (u(Z) by 
automorphisms ys satisfying 
Y&(f >> =e-le4f > 
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(0 E R,fE P). For each integer d, we define spectral subspaces 
‘L[(O?V)(d) = (x E a(R) 1 r@(x) = eid8x for all real 0). 
The fixed point algebra %(R)‘“’ is often called the observable algebra (as 
opposed to the field algebra 9l(&“)), sometimes more specifically the current 
algebra. Its structure has been thoroughly investigated in 16 ]. 
Every state w of cU(Z’)‘“’ has a unique extension to a gauge-invariant state 
of ‘u(X). Most often we shall not distinguish between w and its gauge- 
invariant extension. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A (not necessarily gauge-invariant) state w of a(X) is 
called quasi-free if it is even (i.e., it vanishes on all odd degree monomials in 
the a(f )‘s and a*( g>‘s) and if, for all choices of n > 2 and f,, f, . . . . . fi, in iy 
one has 
w(a,(fJa,(fJ ... adfin)) 
= \‘ F(T) InI o(a r(2j-l)(fr(2j- ~~)a,uj~(f~,zi,)X 
T j:l 
P-1) 
where ai stands for either a(fj) or a*(f,), and where the sum is taken 
over all permutations r of the set ( 1, 2,..., 2nJ such that 
r(l) < r(3) < ... < r(2n - 1) and t(2j - 1) < s(2j) (1 <j< n). As usual 
c(t) = 1 if r is even, E(S) = -I if 7 is odd. 
Formula (2.1) says that every correlation among creation and (or) 
annihilation operators can be expressed in terms of correlations between 
pairs of such operators. 
If w is moreover gauge-invariant, then by (2.1) it is completely determined 
by the operator Q on :P given by 
o(a*(g) a(f )) = (.L Qs) (2.2) 
(h g E (R). The operator Q (which can be defined for any state of ‘?I(%‘)) 
will be called the one-particle density of w. Clearly 0 < Q < 1. It can be 
shown that, conversely, every operator Q on P satisfying 0 < Q < 1 defines 
a gauge-invariant quasi-free state of ?I(?“) through (2.1) and (2.2). 
Furthermore, w is faithful if and only if both Q and 1 - Q are injective (to 
prove the “if’ statement, one can show that o is KMS with respect to some 
time evolution and use the simplicity of 2I(R). I am indebted to M. Fannes 
for pointing out this argument to me). All the facts about quasi-free states we 
need can be found, e.g., in 17, 131. 
Next we turn to the general definition of passivity. Let (VI, a) be a C*- 
dynamical system, i.e., U is a C*-algebra and t w a, is a strongly continuous 
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one-parameter group of *-automorphisms of ‘?I. To each open subset @ of R 
there corresponds a spectral subspace R(e) of ?I, by definition the closed 
linear span of the set of elements of the form if(t) a,(x) dt, where x E II, 
fE L’(lR) and the support of the Fourier cotransform off is compact and 
contained in B (for the theory of spectral subspaces, see [3; 16; 7, 
Sect. 3.2.31). 
DEFINITION 2.2 [8, Definition 1.21. A state w of U is spectrally passive 
with respect to a if it is a-invariant and 
w(x*x) < w(xx*) 
for all x in R(-co, 0). 
This condition is actually formally weaker than passivity as defined by 
Pusz and Woronowicz (although no example of a spectrally passive, 
nonpassive state seems to be known at present, and the conditions are 
equivalent in special cases [4, Corollary 71). The relationship between 
passivity and spectral passivity is discussed in [ 8 J. 
In the case of the noninteracting Fermi gas the time evolution is given by 
the one-parameter group t t+ a, of *-automorphisms determined by 
G-4fN = aV-,f) 
(JER, t E R). This prescription corresponds to “second quantization” of 
H. Clearly cU(Z)‘“’ is globally a-invariant. We shall use R(P) to denote the 
spectral subspaces of a(R); then the corresponding subspace of %(GV)‘~’ 
(associated with the restriction of a to %(Z)(O)) is simply R(0) n (u(BrF)“‘. 
Now it is easy to show that the condition (1.3)-(1.5) discussed in the 
Introduction is a consequence of spectral passivity. For if fi = P(~j, +co)fi 
(j = 1, 2,..., m) and g, =P(-co,pJg, (k= I,2 ,..., n) then a(&) E 
R(-co, -Aj) and a*(g,) E R(-co,,+), because the map a* is an isometric 
embedding of 3 into 2I(R) intertwining K, and at. Let x be a product 
of the operators a(fi), a(f&..., a(f,>, a*(g,), a*(g,),..., a*(g,); then 
XER(-~,C~=,~,-Cj"=,~j)cR(- co, 0) and hence the spectral passivity 
of w requires exactly 
0(x*x) < 0(xX*). (1.5) 
Remark 2.3. For a general C*-dynamical system (a, a) one can 
construct spectral subspaces M(Y) corresponding to the closed subsets jr 
of R[3, 16, 71. In [9] an a-invariant state w of U was defined to be strongly 
spectrally passive if 
x E M(-co, O] =a w(x*x) < w(xx*). 
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Unlike spectral passivity this condition implies that w is a trace on the 
subalgebra of a-fixed elements. For the noninteracting Fermi gas it leads to a 
stronger form of the minimum energy principle, as mentioned at the end of 
Section 1. 
Finally we introduce the Fermi-Dirac distribution in the present setting. 
Let j3 (resp. p) be a nonzero positive (resp. a real) number. The assumption 
. . . 
that the equlhbrmm state o~,~ of the noninteracting Fermi gas at inverse 
temperature p and chemical potential p is completely determined by the 
mean occupation numbers 
w->)o,, = q3.&*v) a-)>~ llf II = 1 
(as one tacitly assumes in the classical textbooks) amounts to requiring that 
w~,~ be (gauge-invariant) quasi-free. Comparing with (l.l), we define the 
. . 
Fermi-Dlrac state wq,@ to be the gauge-invariant quasi-free state 
corresponding to the one-particle density 
Q4,u = (1 + eDcH-“))- ’ 
on Z. In fact w~,~ is the unique p-KMS state of U&X“) with respect to the 
automorphism group t b alypuI [7, Proposition 5.2.231 (for general infor- 
mation on the KMS condition we refer to [7, Sect. 5.31). 
We shall also encounter the limiting cases /I = +m, 0 and p = fco. First 
we define 
for real ,B. Each of these one-particle densities defines a ground state [ 7. 
Definition 5.3.181 w,,, for the evolution t t, a,~-,~, though not necessarily 
the only one. We shall use the term ground state with Fermi energy ,LI for 
every gauge-invariant quasi-free state whose one-particle density Q coincides 
with P(-co, p) on (P(@}),X)* (the Fermi-energy p may not be uniquely 
defined, cf. Section 4). Corresponding to the densities 0 and 1 one has, 
respectively, the Fock state w, and the anti-Fock state w,. Neither the 
ground states nor the Fock and anti-Fock states are faithful (except, for the 
former, in the trivial case H = ,u 1). Note that w0 and w, , when restricted to 
‘u(‘r)‘“‘, are multiplicative linear functionals [6, Sect. 51, hence they are p- 
KMS with respect to a for arbitrary p. Finally we consider the gauge- 
invariant quasi-free states w, (0 < c < 1) with one-particle density cl. We 
call these the Powers states because they were used by R. Powers to 
construct an uncountable family of nonisomorphic type III factors [ 17 1. As 
a state on U(GY’), w, is P-KMS with respect to y for /I = log(c-’ - 1) (not 
necessarily positive). Restricted to U(Z)(‘), it is the weak *-limit of the w~.~ 
when p- 0, p + fa, j3~ = -log(cc’ - l), and hence it is an a-invariant 
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trace [7, Proposition 5.3.231. The field algebra B(X) has only one trace, 
namely w,,~. 
Remark 2.4. Replacing H by H -,ul has the effect of replacing at by 
a,~,~. However, such a “shift of the energy scale” does not affect the 
restriction of a to ‘u(Z) (‘) In the sequel we shall repeatedly make use of the . 
freedom to choose a convenient zero point for the energy. 
3. THE CONTINUOUS CASE 
In this section (except in Remark 3.7 and Lemma 3.16) we make the 
standing assumption that the one-particle hamiltonian H has no point 
spectrum, i.e., P({A}) = 0 for all A in IR. The spectrum of H will be denoted 
by a(H). We want to show that every quasi-free state of (U(G%?)(~’ which is 
passive with respect to a is equal to one of the states w~,~, w, ,p, wo, LU, , or 
WC. 
3.1. Functional Dependence between State and Hamiltonian. 
With every state o of (u(Z)‘o’ (or %(A?)) we can associate a one-particle 
density operator Q defined via Eq. (2.2). Our first aim is to show that if o is 
passive with respect o a (not necessarily quasi-free), then Q = 4(H), where 4 
is some decreasing function defined on IR. 
DEFINITION 3.1. For an arbitrary state LU of %(Z)‘o’ (or U(Z)) we 
define real functions Q and I+U on IR by 
#@I = infW@*(fb(f)) Ilfll-’ If= PC-ah l)fz 01, 
w(A) = wWa*(f) a(f)> Ilfll-’ If= WY tm>f+ 01, 
where by convention inf 0 = 1 and sup 0 = 0. 
LEMMA 3.2. The functions $ and v have the following properties: 
(i) O<@(A)< 1, O< w(A)< 1 for all A. in IR. 
(ii) $ and w are decreasing. 
(iii) 4 (resp. IJ/) is everywhere continuous from the left (resp. the right). 
(iv) Zf A E a(H) then #(A+) < II/( (Here and in the sequel we use 
the notation #(At) = lim, Z,, #(,u), v(A-) = lim,,, i,+).) 
Proof (i) follows from Ila(f)ll = ]] f (1, (ii) is obvious. To prove (iii), for 
every f in Z define a function #f on IR by 
4#> = w(a*(P(-co, n)f) a(P(-co, n)f )) IIPC-ah n)f II-* 
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if P(-co, /z)f# 0, and $,(A) = 1 otherwise. Using well-known properties 
of spectral projections it is easy to see that 4, is everywhere continuous 
from the left. Since #(A) = inf(#,(n) IfE W) for all 1 one concludes that @ 
is upper semicontinuous from the left. As $ decreases it is also lower semi- 
continuous from the left. Finally, if A E a(H) and E > 0 one can find 
f= P(k - E, A + c)f# 0. Hence 
ffw + El G 4a*u-> a-)> llfll-’ < 442 - El. 
This proves (iv). 1 
LEMMA 3.3. If o is spectrally passive with respect to a (as a state of 
‘?I( P”)‘“‘) then 4(A) > w(L)for all /1 in IH. 
Proof. We can suppose #(A) < 1 and v(n) > 0, for otherwise the 
inequality in the statement holds trivially (Lemma 3.2(i)). Iff= P(I1, +co)f 
and g = P(-a3, n)g, then the passivity assumption implies (Eqs. 
(1.3)-(1.5)): 
4a*m a(g) a*(g) a-)) G da*(s) q-1 a*(f) a(g)). 
Using the CAR (1.2) one obtains 
II 8112 Na*(f) 4f>> - 4a”(f> a*(g) a(g) 4f)) < llfl12 w@*(s) 4s)) 
- w(a*(g) a*(f) a-> a(g)). 
The second terms in both sides cancel, again by (1.2), and it follows that 
da*(f) a->) Ilfll-’ G w@“(g) a(g)> l/G 2, 
provided f # 0 and g # 0. This implies the lemma. 1 
Remark 3.4. If w is spectrally passive as a state of the field algebra 
YI(?), then 4(O) > l/2 > ~(0). This follows from the inequality 
4a*(f>4f>> > 44.f) a*(f)> = Il./II’ - 4a*U)4f))3 
which is valid for all f in P(-a, O)Z. 
Next we investigate the consequences of our assumption that H has 
continuous spectrum. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. The one-particle density Q is a decreasing function of 
H. More precisely Q = 4(H) = y/(H). 
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Proof: Fix E > 0. Since 4 is decreasing and has bounded range, it is 
possible to find A, < 1, < ..a < A,, in IF? such that 
$@+k+) - $(A,+ 1-I G E (3.1) 
for all k = 0, I,..., n, where A,, = --a~ and 1, + 1 = +co. (Moreover, 
4(&c+ I->= 4(&c+ J by continuity, but this is not important for the proof.) 
Since H has no point spectrum, every f in R can be written as f = CiZOfk, 
where fk = P(l,, A,, ,)J: By definition of 4(H) one has 
4(nk+l-> llfkll’ < vi, Q(Hlfk) G @k+) Ilfkll” (3.2) 
(0 < k < n). 
On the other hand, if 1 < k < n - 1, 0 < 6 < (A,, I - A,)/2 then 
!W kt I- 4 IIf% + 6 A,+ I- Wll’ 
< (Jvk + 4 A,+ 1 - 4f, QP& + 4 A+, - 4) 
~W(~k+S)lIP(~k+~,~k+*-~)fI12 
by definition of 4, y, and Q. By Lemma 3.4 one has I@, + 6) < $(A, + 6), 
hence taking the limit as 6 -+ 0 one obtains the inequalities 
en,+ 1 -> Ilfkll’ < (fk, Q&J < 4@,+) llfkl12~ (3.3) 
which are valid not only if 1 < k < n - 1, but also for k = 0, n, as shown by 
an obvious variation of the above argument. Subtracting (3.3) from (3.2), 
adding the (n + 1) resulting inequalities and taking (3.1) into account, one 
concludes that 
Now c;=O t.60 Q.&k> = (f, @-> b ecause, as o is a-invariant, Q commutes 
with the spectral projections of H. Hence 
--E llfll 2 G (5 bW> - Q>fl C E Ilfli’ 
or qh(H) = Q, since both E and f were arbitrary. 
Finally, by comparison of the Lemmas 3.2(iv) and 3.3, it is clear that 
#(A) = I&) for all 1 in o(H) where both 0 and v/ are continuous. But the set 
of points where either 4 or v is discontinuous is at most countable (since 4 
and w are decreasing, Lemma 3.2(ii)), hence has P-measure zero. Conse- 
quently 4(H) = y(H). 1 
It will be useful in the sequel to have a name, D, say, for the set of points 
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of a(H) where at least one of the functions # or v is discontinuous. 
Furthermore, let L (resp. R) be the set of points of u(H) that are left (resp. 
right) isolated in a(H). Since these three sets are countable, the spectral 
measure P is carried by S = a(H)\(D U L U R). Notice also that d = w on S. 
Using the fact that o(H) is a perfect set, one easily shows the following: If 
/z E a(H)\L (resp. 1 E o(H)\R) then for every E > 0 the set a(H) C? (2 - E, A) 
(resp. a(H) n (1, A + E)) is uncountable. 
As a corollary to Proposition 3.5 we can give a useful “local” definition of 
i and v. 
LEMMA 3.6. (i) Suppose A E a(H)\L and E > 0. Then 
4(d) = inf(w(a*(f) a(f)) /lflj -’ If= P(A - c.l)f# 0). 
(ii) Suppose 1 E a(H)\R and F > 0. Then 
u/(l) = suPk(a*u-) a-)) ll”w V-E WY A + E)ff 0 t. 
Proof: We only prove (i). Let us write $(A) for the right hand side of the 
equation in the statement. Obviously e(1) < J(A). On the other hand, for 
every 6 > 0 there exists E’ > 0 such that #(A - E’) ,< d(J) + 6 (Lemma 3.2). 
Since 1 is not left isolated in u(H), one can find a nonzero f in 
P(A - min(&. c’). 1) F. Finally 
m < NQ”(f) 4.f)) llfll-2 
= (f, Qf, llfll -2 = (f, 4wm ItfIT < $+(A - &‘) ,< 4(A) + J. 
where we used Proposition 3.5. This concludes the proof, as 6 was 
arbitrary. I 
Remark 3.7. If one assumes that o is strongly spectrally passive 
(Remark 2.3) then Proposition 3.5 and an appropriate modification of 
Lemma 3.6 are valid for arbitrary H. One only needs to redefine 4 according 
to 
#(A) = W+*(f) 4.f)) IISII-’ If= PC-a ilf+ 0 I. 
3.2. The Ground State Case 
In the remainder of Section 3 UJ is a spectrally passive quasi-free state of 
21(2y0’. 
Because of the lack of faithfulness we have to deal with the ground states 
(and with the Fock and anti-Fock states) separately, which is what we do in 
Proposition 3.9. It is preceded by the main lemma of the paper, where it is 
shown how the assumptions that o is passive and quasi-free yield a 
computational device which will allow us to determine the functions 4 and IV. 
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LEMMA 3.8. Let A,, A, ,..., A, and pl, p, ,..., pn be two sets of n real 
numbers such that Aj+ 1, and pj #pk when j# k, and ~~=,pk < cj”=, Aj* 
Then there exists a positive number E such that, whenever& = P(Aj, Aj + ~)fj 
and g, = P(,uk - E, pk) g, (1 <j, k < n), one has the inequality 
fi w(a*(&> a(&)> fi w(a(gk> a*(gk)) 
j=l k=l 
< jjj w@(A) a*&>> kol w(a*(gk> a(gk))e 
ProoJ Let Aji,pk (1 <j, k < n) satisfy the conditions in the statement. 
Choose E > 0 subject to the following requirements: 
(i) 2s,<~k-~jif~k>S(1<j,k<n). 
This implies that W(a*(fj) a( gk)) = (gk, uj) = 0 whenever & = 
P(,lj, lj + E)& and g, = P(pk - c,,uk) g,, by the a-invariance of w. Also 
w(a*(gk) at.f&oa 
(ii) E < (lj -ilk\, 
tiii> & < lpj -pki, 
for all j, k, j # k. It follows that 
w(a*(&> a(fk>> = w(a(h> a*(&)) = o 
and 
when f;.=P(kj,IEj+s)&, fk=P(ak,Ak+s)fk, gjzP@,j-E>~j)gj, gk = 
Pbk - 6 pk) gk and j f k. 
With E thus fixed, and thefs and the g’s as above, the passivity condition 
implies that 
w(a*(.fJ 3.. a*W a(gJ .-. a(g,> a*(g,) .a- a*(gJ 4fJ ... a(f,>> 
G w@*(g,) -.a a*(g,) 4fJ ..* 4fd a*(f,> --a a*(L) a(sd .-. 4gJ) 
by (1.3~(1.5). If we expand the two sides of this inequality in a sum of 
products of “two-point functions” according to (2.1), then because of (i), (ii), 
and (iii) all the terms but one vanish in each side, and the resulting 
inequality is exactly the one in the statement. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.9. (i) If there exists A, in a(H)\R with w(A,) = 1, then 
for all p in a(H)\L, either #(,a) = 1 or 401) = 0. 
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(ii) I” there exists p, in a(H)\L with qQ,) = 0, then eirher ~(2) = 0 01 
V/(A) = 1 for all 1 in o(H)\R. 
Proof: Both statements have similar proofs, so we only show (i). Hence 
we suppose 2, E u(H)\R and ~(1,) = 1. Define p,, = sup(p / 4@) = 11 
(,u, > A, by Lemma 3.3). If puo = +co there is nothing to prove. If p,, < +cx; 
then d@“) = 1 (by left continuity of d) and puo E a(H)\R (otherwise 
P(-a,~,,) 7 P(--oo,~~ + E) for some E > 0 and d(&, + E) = d@,) - 1, con 
tradicting the definition of ,&). By Remark 2.4 we can suppose P,, = 0. 
Let p be a positive element of a(H)\L. We have to show that ~01) - 0. Fix 
a positive integer n such that A, + (n ~ 1 )/i/2 > I. Choose 1,. i, ,.... /t,, such 
that 
4 E CUP, PU) n dW\R. 
1, E (2, 1, ,P) n u(W\,R 
(3 <j < n). (This can be done because, for instance, (,u/~.,u) /7 u(H) is 
uncountable, whereas R is at most countable.) Furthermore choose 
p,, ,u? . . . . . $u,, such that 
,u, E (0, l/2) n uW\L. 
run E (0, min(,u, , ,2- “1) n a(H)\L 
(2 < /i < n). Then 1:. , p,, < 1 < 2, + (n- l),u/2 < 2y.i ii. Hence 
Lemma 3.8 guarantees the existence of some positive E, which we can assume 
to be smaller than y - i,. such that 
I”1 Na*(JJ 4.0) /‘I, w(a(gJ a*( gk)) 
I I 
< I”1 4a(&)a*(J)) I’\ w(a*( 8,) 4th)) 
i -I A I 
whenever ,fi = P(Aj, Ai + s).fi and g!k = P(pk - t’, ,uL) g, (1 <j, k < n). But by 
Lemma 3.6(ii) there exists a sequence {f’“‘} with lIf”“)/I = 1, 
p) = P(A,) a, + &)y’ and u(a*(f’““) a(f”“‘)) --) 1 (or. equivalently. 
w(a(f’“‘) a*(f’“‘)) + 0) as m --f co. Substituting f ‘m) for f, in the previous 
inequality and passing to the limit we obtain 
Since &,u,) < 1 for k = 1, 2,..., n, we can choose g, such that 
w(a(g,) a*(gk)) # 0 (using Lemma 3.6(i)). Hence for a fixed choice of 
nonzero f,,J;..... f, (which is possible because Ai E u(H)\R) one has 
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u(a*(fJ a(fj)) = 0 for some j. It follows that $(A, + E) = 0. But then 
401) = 0, since p > Aj + e (Lemma 3.2(ii)). I 
Proposition 3.9 says the following: If 4 (or v/) reaches the value 0 or 1 
anywhere on S, then the state o is either one of the ground states o~,~, or 
the Fock or anti-Fock state. 
3.3. The Main Result 
This result reads as follows: 
THEOREM 3.10. Let (Al’“‘, a) be the C*-dynamical system 
corresponding to the noninteracting Fermi gas with one-particle space ,I%” and 
one-particle hamiltonian H. Suppose H has no point spectrum. Then w is a 
spectrally passive quasi-free state of (?lu(~Y)(~), a) if and only if one of the 
folio wing holds: 
(i> w=ws,,forsomepandp (O</?<+m,--oo<p<+a~), 
(ii) u==w,I, , for somep (-a <,u < +a), 
(iii) w=wo or w=o,, 
(iv) u=u,forsomec (O<c< 1). 
The “if’ part of the statement is clear, because all the states in the above 
list are KMS states with respect to a (as states of U(X)(‘)!) or limits of such 
states @I = 0, +co; cf. Section 2). 
To prove the “only if’ part we show that, if we assume that neither (ii) 
nor (iii) holds, then (i) or (iv) has to be the case. From this assumption it 
follows by Proposition 3.9 that #(A) # 0 and #(A) # 1 for all 1 in S. So we 
can define a nowhere vanishing real valued function x on S by 
x(A) = (1 - 4@))lW>* (3.4) 
We also put f= x(O)- ‘x. Choosing the origin of the energy scale in such a 
way that 0 E S (Remark 2.4) we will be able to extend 2 to an increasing 
(hence continuous) homomorphism of the additive group IR into the 
multiplicative group iR 0’ of nonzero positive real numbers. Then i(A) has to 
be equal to eBn for some /3, 0 ,< p < fco. If /3 # 0 we have 
#(A> = (1 + e5(A-r))-’ (AES) withy=-pp-‘logX(0). If/3=0 then 4 has 
the constant value (1 + x(0)) ~ ’ on S, so that w=o, with c=(l +x(O))-‘. 
To implement this program we need 
LEMMA 3.11. If ;lj, ,uk E S (1 <j, k < n) and Cz=, pk < CJ=, A,, then 
nZ= I XcUk) G III;= 1 idIE,). 
Proof: Since x is continuous (where it is defined, i.e., on S) and no 
element of S is right (resp. left) isolated in S, we can assume that all the nj 
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(resp. the pk) are pairwise distinct. By Lemma 3.8 there exists a positive 
number F such that, for all fi in P(lj, Aj + E) p and gk in P(,uk - C, ,uh) xq 
one has 
/j w(a*(&> d&>) !“r, w@(gk) ‘*(cd) 
G ,;;I 44./J a*(.&)> (1, Na*(gh) 4g,)). 
Replacing E by a smaller number if necessary we can assume that 
~(1~ + E) > 0 (1 <j < n). This is possible because ~(d,~) > 0 (Proposition 3.9) 
and w is right continuous. It follows that w(u*(f,) a(&)) > 0 when f, # 0 
(otherwise, ~(1~ + F) < #(ni + F) = 0 by Lemma 3.3). Hence for nonzero J; 
and g, as above one has 
(g, f 0 and w(u*(g,) u(g,)) = 0 would imply c$(u,) = 0, which is not the 
case). Taking the infimum (resp. the supremum) over all fi (resp. all g,) 
subject to the conditions 4 = P(1,. A, t c)f, # 0 (resp. g, = 
PCUk - E, pk) g, f 0) yields 
!;I, (l - v/hk))/v/bk) G I”1 (’ - @j))h(‘,) 
i I 
(one uses Lemma 3.6). In view of Eq. (3.4) defining x this concludes the 
proof, since 1 and w coincide on S. 1 
We resume the proof of Theorem 3.10. Let G be the subgroup of #I. 
generated by S, i.e., the set of all real numbers of the form 
Cr I A,j-rkn-I ,uk with A,j,~k E S. G is dense in ;F, because S is uncoun 
table. Now we extend f to a function on G with values in iii by defining 
It follows from Lemma 3.11 (and from the assumption 0 E S!) that 2 is well 
defined and increasing. On the other hand, by its very definition, 2 is a 
homomorphism of G into F!:. As G is dense, f finally extends to a 
continuous increasing homomorphism of F? into R,i . By the discussion 
preceding Lemma 3. I 1, this concludes the proof of Theorem 3.10. 
Remark 3.12. The technique of the above proof is very close in spirit to 
the arguments used in [B, Sect. 4). Now Batty has given a sweeping 
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simplification of these latter arguments [4, Sect. 21. It is not clear, however, 
how his ideas might be applicable in the present context. 
Remark 3.13. In the same paper, improving on a previous result of Pusz 
and Woronowicz [ 18, Theorem 1.31 and the author [8, Theorem 4.111, Batty 
proves the following: if a state w of a C*-dynamical system (VI, a) is 
spectrally passive, and at the same time extremal invariant (“ergodic”) for an 
action y of some group G on X which commutes with a, then w is P-KMS 
with respect to a (0 < p < + co). This result can be used to give a different 
(although conceptually no simpler) proof of Theorem 3.10 in special cases. 
Suppose, e.g., that AY’= L2(IR”) and that H is translation invariant. If the 
one-particle density Q corresponding to a quasi-free state w of 21(L2(lR”))‘o’ 
is a function of H (either as a consequence of Proposition 3.5 or for some 
other reason), then o is also translation invariant. It is well known and easy 
to show that w has to be strongly clustering (or strongly mixing 17, 
Example 4.3.241) for the translation group and hence extremal translation 
invariant [7, Sect. 4.3.2.1. If that state o is moreover spectrally passive with 
respect to a it has to be KMS, by Batty’s theorem. One then only has to 
show that Theorem 3.10 gives a complete list of the quasi-free KMS states 
(p = 0, +co included). The same reasoning applies if H has only absolutely 
continuous spectrum: in that case any a-invariant quasi-free state of (U(Z?‘)‘~ 
is extremal a-invariant (in fact strongly clustering, by the Riemann-Lebesgue 
lemma: lim ,f,+oO (f, UJ) = 0 for allfin Z). 
This leads to an interesting problem: give necessary and sufficient 
conditions on H that guarantee that every a-invariant quasi-free state of 
?I( Y)(O) (or gauge-invariant such state of a(p)) is extremal a-invariant. (H 
cannot have eigenvalues, as one can prove using the method of 113, p. 43 11.) 
Remark 3.14. If in the hypothesis of Theorem 3.10 o is assumed to be 
spectrally passive with respect to a as a state of a(Z), then the conclusion 
is more precise. One of the following possibilities has to hold: 
(9 w = We,, for some p(O < /3 < + co). 
(ii) W=W,o, i.e., w is a ground state, which is unique because H is 
injective [7, Example 5.3.201. 
(iii) W=W ,,2, i.e., w is the unique tracial state of U(Z). 
(If 0 E S this follows from Theorem 3.10 and Remark 3.4 (9(O) = ~(0) = 4). 
In general it seems that one has to give an independent proof, which, 
however, proceeds along the same lines as that of Theorem 3.10.) 
Fermi-Dirac states for a chemical potential p # 0 can be obtained by 
replacing H by H - ~1 (Remark 3.4). Replacing the observable algebra 
%(GY)‘O’ with the field algebra VI(Z) is somewhat analogous to passing from 
the Gibbs canonical ensemble to the grand canonical ensemble in statistical 
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mechanics. In the first case the number of particles is fixed, in the second 
case it is not, but the chemical potential iu is given as an a priori 
thermodynamic parameter. For the so-called “algebraic theory of the 
chemical potential,” which gives a general explanation of its occurence as a 
thermodynamic variable, we refer to [ 1, 2, 15 1. 
Remark 3.15. There are of course other “physical” principles, besides 
passivity, that can be used to derive the Fermi-Dirac distribution law. One 
of these is the concept of stability, introduced by Haag, Kastler, and Trych- 
Pohlmeyer Ill, Appendix]. However stability, like passivity, is a linear 
condition on the state, hence it has to be supplemented with a nonlinear 
condition (clustering in [ 11 1; in the present paper the linearity is broken bq 
the requirement that the state be quasi-free). 
This ends the discussion of Theorem 3.10. In Lemma 3.16 we prepare the 
extension of our results to more general H. 
LEMMA 3.16. Let H have an uncountable spectrum. For ever)! A E ;:‘. 
dEr’,c>O. thereexistsanonzeroxinR(/Z-c.i+E)n%(iY)”’). (Infact. 
x can be chosen to be a monomial in the creation and annihilatiorl 
operators. ) 
Proof If, for a well-chosen ,u, we replace H with H - ,ul and i with 
i ~ dp, we can assume that 0 is an accumulation point of the spectrum. As 
in the proof of Theorem 3.10 we can find pairwise distinct numbers 
1,. 12 . . . . . An, + ,I in a(H) such that C,‘Y , 1; - x3:‘::‘+ j Ai E (2 ~ C/2./! + c/2). 
Using the assumption that 0 is an accumulation point of o(H) we can 
moreover arrange it so that m - n = d. Now we choose fj in X such that 
llf;.ll = 1 and f;. = P(A, - 6, Asi + S)f;., where 6=min(E/2(m+n). IAi-~i,,~, 
21 l<j<k<m+n). The element x = a*(f,) ... a*(f,,) a(&, _ ,) 
a(&+,,) is nonzero (because all the f;. are pairwise orthogonal) and clear11 
belongs to R(;1 - E, 1 + e) n %( 3’;fd’. 1 
4. THE GENERAL CASE AND COUNTEREXAMPLES 
In this section we investigate the question whether Theorem 3.10 still 
holds if we remove the assumption that H has no point spectrum. Following 
1 19 1 we introduce the notation 
CJ,,,~(H) for the continuous spectrum of H 
a,,(H) for the set of eigenvalues of H. 
Hence a(H) = acont(H) U a,,(H). We also write p = X,,,, @ ppp. where 
X,, is the closed subspace of Y?’ generated by all the eigenvectors of H. 
Notice that u,,,~(H) is exactly the spectrum of the restriction of H to I<(,“, 
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We now discuss a simple construction which is the basis for all the subse- 
quent arguments. Let Z?‘be the orthogonal complement of some unit vector e 
in Z. We write 6(j), 6*(j) (fE o@‘) for the generators of the algebra ‘u(p). 
It is well known that a(R) can be identified with the algebra of 2 x 2 
matrices with entries in (u(R). Specifically one has 
t 
G(f) c a(f+ ce)= o 
-a’(f > 1 
(fE A?, c E C). (4.1) 
Moreover, 
;:I j E U(Z))‘d 
if and only if xii E cU(~@‘~-‘+j’ (i,j = I, 2). Abusing notation somewhat, we 
shall also identify (u(2) with the C*-subalgebra of (u(Z) generated by the 
a(f), fE A? 
The next lemma follows immediately from the definitions. 
LEMMA 4.1. (i) With the above notation, let (3 be a gauge-invariant 
quasi-free state of ?I(@) with one-particle density Q, and q a real number 
between 0 and 1. Then the linear functional w on U(R) dej?ned by 
w K:: 3) = (1 - 4) axI1) + Mx22) 
(xii E (u(a) is a gauge-invariant quasi-free state of a(R) with one-particle 
operator Q = Q @ q (with respect to the decomposition R = A? 0 Ce). 
(ii) Conversely, suppose that cc) is a gauge-invariant quasi-free state of 
VI(R), and suppose that e is an eigenvector of its one-particle density Q with 
eigenvalue q. Then w has the form (4.2), where fi is the restriction of o to 
(u&P). 
Now we assume that He = Ae for some real A. Then a leaves %(a 
invariant. We write a” to denote the restriction of a to a(&. It follows from 
(4.1) that 
Let us observe that the spectral subspaces of %(G@ associated with a’ are 
simply of the form R(a) n U(&. Thus it is clear from (4.3) that 
(z:: z:: ) E R(-CO, 0) 0 xij E R(-CO, (j - i) A) n a(Z) 
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(i,j = 1, 2). Hence for a state LL) of YI(Z) of the form (4.2) to be spectrally 
passive with respect to a it is necessary and sufficient that 
(1 -4>6%q,x,, +xz*1x*‘)+q~(x~~x,z +“f*xzz) 
< (1 - 4) qx)‘x;, +x,2$*) + q&%,x,*, + X??X&) 
for all xii E R(-co, (j - i) 13) n a($?‘) (i,j = 1, 2). This is equivalent with 
the three conditions 
(1 -4) &(x*x) < qw(xx*), .Y E R(-03. -i)n ?I( 3). (4.4 1 
4w*Y) G (1 - 4) +yy*>, yER(-co,i)fm(F), (4.5) 
qz *z) < qzz *>, zER(-m,O)n'U(F). 
Finally we observe that the third condition is verified if (5 is known to be 
spectrally passive with respect to Cs. Summing up: 
LEMMA 4.2. Let w be a quasi-free state of cU(jit3’o’ of the form (4.2). 
and suppose that its restriction c5 to Y.f(A?)‘o’ is spectrally passive with 
respect to a. Then w is spectrally passive with respect to CL if and only if 
(i) (1 - q) &(x*x) < q&(xX*), x E R(-co, -1) n %pPJc ') 
(ii) @(yap)< (1 -q)G(yy*)lyE R(-a,i,)ncU(.J+)‘+“. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (?I(.~)(“‘, a) be the C*-dynamical system 
representing the noninteracting Fermi gas, and suppose that the one-particle 
hamiltonian H has nonempty continuous spectrum and that its eigenvalues 
have finite multiplicity. Then every faithful, spectrally passive, quasi-free 
state w of (?I(?)‘“‘, a) is either a Fermi-Dirac state (L)~.~ (0 < /I < +oc. 
--co <,u < +a~) or a Powers state w,. (0 <c < 1). 
Proof Let ~5 be the restriction of o to ?I(?,,,,) (considered as a 
subalgebra of ?I(.?) in the obvious way). By Theorem 3.10, we know that CL) 
(which is faithful) is either a Fermi-Dirac state Ls,., or a Powers state c3,.. 
Let A be an eigenvalue of H. The one-particle density Q leaves the 
corresponding (finite dimensional) eigenspace invariant, hence it can be 
diagonalized in that space. Let e be one of the resulting (normalized) eigen- 
vectors of Q, i.e., Qe = qe, He = Ae. It is sufficient to show that 
q= (1 +ebcn-I))-’ (ifc3=Gfi.,) or q = c (if G = G3,). Replacing YY by 
.F c,,nt 0 Ge we find ourselves in the situation described in the beginning of 
this section (with p = GY’,,,t). 
We first suppose that ~5 = L3,,*, In particular 3 is j?-KMS with respect to 
the restriction of the one-parameter group t -+ CX~~~~, to ?I(@‘). By 
Lemma 3.16 and the fact that acont(H) is uncountable. for every positive f: 
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there exists a nonzero element x of R(-J. - E, -A) n (u(2)(P I). For such x 
one has 
(1 -4) (3(x*x) <q&(xX*) < q&-fi+“’ (3(x*x). 
The first inequality is (i) of Lemma 4.2, the second one follows from [S, 
Theorem 1.11 and the fact that, with respect to t H atyeUut, x belongs to the 
spectral subspace corresponding to the interval (-ii + p - E, -1 + ,u). Now 
6(x*x) # 0 because w is faithful and hence 
q -1 - 1 < ,@(~p’r+&‘* 
By continuity this inequality is also valid for E = 0. Similarly choosing y in 
R(3,-&,A)n(U(oP)(+‘) and using Lemma 4.2(ii) and the KMS condition in 
the form of [ 8, Theorem 1.11 we obtain q-l - 1 > e4(* -@). The conclusion is 
that q = (1 + en(‘-“)))‘, as desired. 
The proof under the assumption that (3 = (3, is very similar. Now c3 is p- 
KMS with respect to y, with /I = log(c-’ - 1). If x E ?I($&’ then x is 
analytic with respect to y and the KMS condition implies 
&(xx*) = cG(x*y,,(x)) = e4c3(x*x). 
Considering x E R(-a, --A) f’? %I(~@)‘-“, x # 0, and using Lemma 4.2(i) 
one finds 
4 
-1 -1,<e4=c-‘-1, 
The opposite inequality is derived the same way, hence q = c. 1 
Remark 4.4. The assumption about the finite dimensionality of the 
eigenspaces of H can be dropped if w is strongly spectrally passive 
(Remark 2.3), because in that case the restriction of Q to each of these 
eigenspaces is a scalar (Remark 3.7). 
Now we want to discuss the necessity of the faithfulness assumption in 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that w is a spectrally passive quasi-free state of 
2I(AF)(O’ and that c3 (i.e., the restriction of w to %(ZCont)(o)) is a ground 
state G3,,, . Is then LC) itself necessarily a ground state? Define 
pul =suP(--~~,~)~~,,,,(WE [-a,iul and iu,=infCu,+co)na,,,,(H)E 
[,u, +co]. Notice that, unless p =,u, =,u, (which means that P is neither left 
nor right isolated in acont(H)), the Fermi energy ,U is not unambiguously 
determined by the condition 6 = G,,,: it can take any value in [fil ,,u~]. 
Only this interval as such has a precise meaning. With the above notation we 
have 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let cc) be a spectrally passive state of ((u(Z)(‘), a). If 
c.5 = &*,p f or some ,u, and if H has at most one eigenvalue in [,u, , ,uu, 1, then w 
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is a ground state of ((u(s%p)‘“‘, a) whose Fermi energy lies in I,u, , ,u, 1. (It is 
still assumed that ucont(H) # 0, and that the eigenvalues of H have finite 
multiplicity or that w is strongly spectrally passive.) 
Prooj As in the proof of Theorem 4.3 we consider a unit vector e such 
that He = 1e and Qe = qe. Suppose that /z < ,D,: we then have to show that 
q = 1. By definition of p, we can find a nonzero f in P(k p,) Wcclnt. Using 
Lemma 4.2(i) we obtain 
(1 - 9) llfll’ = (1 - s> 4a’“(f) 4f)) < Fwf) Q*(f)) = 0, 
where the equalities follow from the fact that 6 = (s, .u = O., ,u . Hence 
q = 1. If J. > ,uZ a similar reasoning yields q = 0. If a,,(H) f’ lp, .,u,l = 0 we 
conclude that w = LU, u . . If a,,(H) n lp,. pz 1 = {p’) then w is a ground state 
with Fermi energy p’. 1 
Remark 4.6. There is an obvious analogue to Proposition 4.5 in case w 
is a Fock or anti-Fock state (,D = -co or iu = +co, respectively). 
Proposition 4.5 has the following interpretation: If o,,,,(H) # 0, and if w 
is a spectrally passive quasi-free state of ((u(R)(‘), a), but is not faithful, 
then it behaves like a ground state (or a Fock or anti-Fock state) on the 
subspace P(R\[p,,~~])fl. Precisely we mean that, iff is a unit vector in 
P(-co,,u,),;%“, then the state f is occupied by some particle of the system 
with probability 1; if f E P(&, -too) X the same probability is zero. On the 
other hand we have no such control over the eigenstates of H with eigenvalue 
in the interval [p,, ,uu,]: it is a priori possible that they are excited in a 
random way, i.e., that they are occupied with a probability strictly between 0 
and 1. In other words, if there is more than one of these eigenvalues the 
existence of a spectrally passive quasi-free state of the noninteracting Fermi 
gas which is not of one of the types listed in Theorem 3.10 cannot be ruled 
out. That such states do in fact occur is shown in 
EXAMPLE 4.7. Let the one-particle Hilbert space be of the form 
r = X0 $’ Cf @ @e, where e and f are unit vectors. Suppose that the one- 
particle hamiltonian H has the following properties: He = Ae (1 > 0), Hf = 0, 
u(H,) n (-A A> = 0 (Ho = Hlzo). 
Let LC) be an a-invariant and gauge-invariant quasi-free state of the 
corresponding C*-dynamical system (Yl(Z), a) with one-particle density Q 
defined as follows: Q = Q,,, on R. @ Cf (in particular u= tf) and 
Qe = qe. We claim that, for every q in [0, i], w is a spectrally passive state 
of ((u(R), a) (a fortiori also of (U(Z)(‘), a)). However, if q > 0, the state w 
does not belong to any of the families described in Theorem 3.10. 
To prove our claim we put 2 = Z. 0 Cf and denote the restriction of w 
to ?I(@‘) by 6 as before. The conditions of spectral passivity are given by 
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(4.4) and (4.5). But the first of these inequalities holds for every value of q, 
since &(x*x) = 0 whenever x E R(-co, -A) n 2l(R) because c3 is a ground 
state and A > 0. Let w,, be the restriction of (3(or o) to 9&V,,). Considering 
?I(#) as the algebra of 2 x 2 matrices over %(A?,J and using the 
assumptions Hf = 0 and QJ= ff one finds that (4.5) is equivalent o 
w,(z*z) < (1 - 4) %(zz*), z E zt(-CO, A> n ?I($$ (4.6) 
Substituting z = 1 yields the necessary condition q < i. We want to show 
that this condition is sufficient as well. Let (X, rc, Q) be the GNS- 
representation of %(X0) induced by wr,. Then (4.6) can be written as 
411~~~~~11’~~~-4~11”~~*~~112~ z E R(-co, A) f-l ?l(G%g. (4.7) 
Let K be the unique self-adjoint operator on X satisfying Kf2 = 0 and 
,ityX) e - itK = n(al(x)). Using the facts that o,, is a ground state and that 
a(H,) n (--A, A) = 0 one can show that o(K) n (-co, A) = {0}, where 0 is a 
simple eigenvalue (the corresponding eigenvector is a; cf. Lemma 4.8 
below). Writing E for the spectral measure associated with K, we have, in 
other words, 
E(-a, 1) = orthogonal projection onto CR. 
Now suppose z E R(-co, A) n 91(Z0). Then n(z) Q E E(--co, A)Z, [8, 
Lemma 1.4(ii)], hence 
n(z) a = (f2,7r(z) l2) a. 
On the other hand rr(z*) J2 E E(-A, +ao)X, or 
?r(Z*)n=(f2,7r(z*)n)l-2+ Y, 
where Y = E[A, +CQ) Y. In this notation (4.7) becomes 
4 I(Q $z> w G (1 - 4) Im n(z) W’ + (1 - s> II u* 
which is clearly satisfied if q < {. 
For the sake of completeness we give a proof of the spectral property of K 
used above (dropping the subscripts from 8%“,, H,, and o,,). 
LEMMA 4.8. Let w be a ground state of the C*-dynamical system 
(2&T’), a) given by a one-particle hamiltonian H such that o(H) n 
(-A, A) = 0 (A > 0). If iK is the infinitesimal generator of the time trans- 
lation group in the GNS representation, then o(K) c {O} U [A, +a~) and 0 is 
an eigenvalue of K of multiplicity one. 
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Proof. The Hilbert space X of the GNS representation is generated by 
Q and all vectors of the form 
y= e*(&) ... a*(g*) a”(g,) 4fm> **. w-2> 4f,>> Q 
(fi, g, E LX, 1 <j < m, 1 < k < n; m or n may be 0, but not both). We shall 
show that such a vector can be written as a linear combination of 0 and of 
vectors of the same form (possibly with smaller m and n), but with 
fjEP(--co,-A1.F (l<j<m) and g,EP[/I,+co) F (l<k<n). These 
latter vectors belong to E[(m + n)& +co).X (where K = j‘&(dt)), which 
clearly yields the result. 
First we observe that 
f~P(O,+a,)~~Il~(u(f))~II’ =~(~*cf-)4f))=o 
and 
because o is a ground state. Using the CAR (1.2) it follows from the first 
observation that 
cum) ... 4‘M au-,)I Q = 44f:,) ... w-i) a(fl)) 0. 
where4 = P(-co, O]f; = P(-co, -L/f;. Again by the CAR 
4a”(s) 4fX) ... a-i) 4fi)) Q 
= g (-l)“-‘(~fi’d+u:n) ~~.4f:L,>4.f; ,) ... a(f;)).n 
/ 1 
+ (-1)” z(u(f&) ... Wi) 4SI> a”(g)) 0. 
By the second observation above, the last term in the right-hand side 
vanishes when g E P(--00, 0)X = P(-a, L)Z. From this, and the CAR, it 
follows easily that Y’ can be brought into the desired form. 1 
It is unclear to the author whether states of the type exhibited in Example 
4.7 have any physical relevance or are to be regarded as a mathematical 
oddity. 
In a final example we show that no analogue of Theorem 3.10 or 
Theorem 4.3, can possibly hold if H has no continuous spectrum at all. 
EXAMPLE 4.9. Keeping the notation used throughout this section, we 
suppose that Z = 2 @ Ce, He = Le, A@ Z, and that the spectrum of H 12 is 
contained in Z (i.e., U, 12 is periodic with period 27r). It follows that a’ has 
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the same period, i.e., its Arveson spectrum [3, 16,7] is contained in Z. Now 
let w be an a-invariant quasi-free state of (U(Z), a) such that (3 is P-KMS 
with respect o Z. Let Q be the one-particle density of w, and Qe = qe. For u 
to be spectrally passive it is necessary and sufficient that the inequalities 
(4.4) and (4.5) hold. But because of the periodicity 
and 
R(--oo, A> n u(2F) = 44-m, [A]] n ‘u(2), 
where [A] is the largest integer not exceeding A. Since (3 is P-KMS, we have 
the inequalities 
cG(x*x) < e- bIA+ ‘l&j(xx*), x E R(-03, -A> n a(&+) 
and 
(3(y*y) < e4[%7(yy*), y E R(-~0, A) n a@> 
[8, Theorem 1.1 and Remark 2.l(iii)]. It follows that (4.4) and (4.5) are 
valid for all values of q such that 
(1 + ~+*+‘~)-l <q < (1 + eBlnl)-‘. 
However, the state o, although faithful, is not KMS if q # (1 + eO’)-l. 
It should be interesting to know all passive (gauge-invariant) quasi-free 
states of a noninteracting Fermi “gas.” of harmonic oscillators, for instance. 
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